
 

transportation: 
On-demand mass transit, 
free-flight air traffic control, 
autonomous autos

telecommunications:
Ad hoc mesh wireless networks, 
peer-to-peer voice over IP

power: 
Home fuel cells, reverse- 
flowing grids, efficient small-
scale storage technologies

water: 
Small-scale desalinization,  
personal water purification, 
home wastewater treatment

rising urban stars
Looks like:
Urban ecologies of 
food producers and 
consumers

pervasive  
gaming
Games blur digital and 
physical workspaces, 
business models, and  
entertainment

group  
governance
Ad hoc group  
processes point to new 
governance models

gaming  
retirement
Boomers game the 
real and virtual 
worlds to redefine 
retirement

ad hoc family 
structures
Family is redefined as 
people explore new 
kinds of relationships 
online and off

group  
scaffolding
Tools aid groups 
in self discovery, 
group memory, and 
collective learning

post-60 age  
cohorts

Boomers
The Working Old
Elderly Asian Women
The Old Old

•
•
•
•

collective AND 
individual
More collective  
processes drive new  
individualism

life extension
Lifestyles and 
medical  
modifications target 
living longer—or 
even indefinitely

children  
as teachers
All families are like 
immigrant families 
in the world of the 
future

born online
First generation 
of Internet  
era enters the 
workforce

designer kids
Genetic filtering and 
fixing of abnormali-
ties open door to 
aesthetic genetic 
manipulation

fewer species
Numbers and  
range of species  
continue to decline

children’s  
health crisis
Increase in childhood 
obesity, diabetes, 
asthma, and allergies 
point to long-term 
chronic illness

open  
institutions
Authenticity and open 
internal processes 
become differentiators

Internet of people, 
places & things
Interconnected groups of 
smart things demonstrate 
the same behaviors—and 
value propositions—as 
groups of people 

the other  
Internet
Chinese Internet rivals 
English Internet—and  
imposes new rules for 
business

therapeutic  
citizenship
Communities emerge around 
therapeutic regimens

bio-bricks
Genes, proteins, and 
cells are designed to 
build new organisms

synthetic  
biology

Microbial factories
Insects as monitors
Toxin digesters
Intentional evolution

•
•
•
•

programming 
genetics
Genetic therapies 
take aim at aging and 
cosmetic ailments deep  

cognition
Neuroscience +  
quantum physics  
challenge our  
perceptions of how  
we perceive

obesity  
challenge 
Overweight now 
equals underfed 
worldwide

magic food  
ingredients
High-tech ingredients 
change the  
physiological impact 
of food

grinding  
combinatorials
Supercomputing +  
mathematical models drive 
science, research, organiza-
tional models, commercial 
offerings

biocomputing
Advances in computing 
power, simulations, 
genomics, and protein 
chemistry lead to  
desktop labs

feral cities
More cities succumb 
to lawlessness as  
service infrastructures 
fail, social fabric tears

open scale
As production and 
consumption blur, 
open trumps closed 
in economies of 
scale

mobile  
geoblogging
Mobile devices + 
Google Maps + blog-
ging populate the 
geoweb

geo RSS
Location browsers 
get auto feeds from 
photos, videos, blogs, 
and digital map data

podcasting
New asynchronous 
media enter workplaces 
and play spaces

digital health 
mirror
Digital monitors 
+ online health 
info storage create 
daily personal health 
profiles

scary food
Food safety issues 
grow

biofuel
Ethanol and biodiesel 
grow rapidly but reduce 
biodiversity

vulnerable cities
More cities like New 
Orleans are exposed and 
vulnerable to disaster + 
social divides

sick oceans
Degradation of oceans 
becomes as visible as 
atmospheric decline

branded  
disaster relief
As governments and aid 
organizations fail, open-
source and corporate 
“relief kits” compete

new variant 
famine
AIDS and malnutrition  
create a downward  
spiral in food production

atmospheric toxins 
since pre-industrial era

Carbon dioxide: up one-third
Methane: doubled
Chlorofluorocarbons: new
Nitrous oxide: up 16%

•
•
•
•

global 
immuno-politics
Controversy grows over 
non-infectious disease 
and immuno-compromised  
populations

new environmental 
coalition
Christians embrace  
environmental causes and  
create new alliances in  
opposition to “New Age” 
beliefs

bioinfo  
commodities
Trade in bioinformation 
is as big as trade in the 
plants and animals they 
describe

new business of  
pharmaceuticals 
Consumers embrace pharmaceu-
ticals as marketing labor force 
continues rapid growth and R&D 
workers stabilize. End result: 
Pharma spending more than 
doubles by 2011

UV-B radiation  
sickness
Deterioration of ozone layer 
increases immune disorders 
linked to UV-B radiation

a new  
religion?
New meanings, new 
misery may give rise to 
surprising new religions

religious  
mobility
More people shift religious 
identity in search of  
spiritual experience

open-source 
biology
Open-source  
bioinformatics tools  
and communities  
proliferate

the mine of me
Personal data-mining 
tools help individuals 
track their own lives

personal sensory 
management
Sensory management 
becomes as important 
as info management in 
age of sensors

new assets
Economic value of 
noneconomic behavior 
drives growth

open  
development
Global South goes 
open source as a  
development strategy

contested 
aware cities
As urban surveillance 
grows, hackers find 
ways to game or 
beat the surveillance 
systems

urban  
agriculture
As cities grow, urban 
agriculture could 
double to produce 
more than 30% of 
urban food

carbon  
marketplace
Carbon markets drive 
bioenergy and carbon 
sequestration cropswomen migrants

More women than men 
migrate—they do it alone, 
in search of empowerment, 
pay, and culture

robot mega 
industries
Robotics expands 
with user-created 
applications (a la 
Lego’s Mindstorm)

urban  
innovation 
zones
New R&D practices 
revitalize urban  
neighborhoods

open-source 
agriculture
BIOS and Bioforge 
create digital “seed 
exchange”

global web AI 
logistics
Agent-based web tools 
make the Internet 
ever more responsive 
to market supply and 
demand worldwide

global 2000  
virtual networked 
companies
Virtual corporations, 
organized around network 
structures, begin to compete 
among the top 2000  
companies worldwide

cannibalism of 
legacy networks
Distributed, decentralized 
technologies will use  
existing networks to  
out-compete them

semantic  
processing
Formal domain ontologies 
and the semantic web 
compete with activity 
models, tag clouds, and 
folksonomies

feminization of 
economy
Women play a larger role 
than men in creating 
economic value in new 
sectors worldwide

new ag extension 
services
New services address  
issues of public health, 
women farmers

Google at the  
dinner table
Internet-at-hand changes 
family dinner conversations 
and rituals—replacing the  
TV-dinner culture

women farmers
More women provide 
more food worldwide—as 
much as 70% in Africa

off-label 
lifestyle
Drugs and wearable com-
puting build fast minds, 
fast memories

social cities
Cities that place a 
premium on con-
nectedness, stabilty, 
and participatory 
democracy thrive

new sick  
powers
World powers cope 
more with health, 
pollution, legacy 
infrastructures, and 
institutions

maize & malaria
Links between  
monoculture maize and  
malaria challenge  
development strategies 
in Africa

southern  
technopoles
New centers of high-tech 
industry and intellectual 
development emerge in 
Africa and Latin America

small science 
powers
Small nations build  
big reputations in  
niche science

body hacking
Biotech, brain  
science, IT, and 
robotics explore 
new “transhuman” 
beings that celebrate 
our cyborg nature

neuromarketing
Marketers take advantage of 
new ways to study the brain—
including real-time imaging— to 
understand consumer responses 
to ads and products

agent-based  
modeling
Increased computing  
power and simple tools 
make agent-based modeling 
the next “spreadsheet” 

on-demand travel
From trains to airplanes, mass transit gets 
personalized

group  
rewards
Young workers 
prefer to be 
identified and 
rewarded as 
groups

virtually free
Bandwidth
Access
Computing

• Storage

•
•
•

X-PEOPLE
The Intentional Evolution of  
Human Being

THE GROUP 
ECONOMY
Organizing for Sociability

Looks like:
Physical and 

mental “boosters” 
in food,  

clothes, gear

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
GEOGRAPHY

The New Role of the Global South
Targeted as markets, connected with lightweight 

infrastructures, and committed to 
maintaining their distinctive identities, 

the people of the Global South will 
exert a transformational influence on 

the political and economic strategies of 
globalization as they cope with poverty, 

environmental degradation, disasters, 
and growing  health challenges.

SENSEMAKING
The New Science &  

Technology of Meaning

FARMING THE PLANET
Agriculture as Ecology

Having spent the last century largely in the shadow of 
manufacturing, agriculture will re-emerge as ground 
zero for global innovation—and global turbulence—as 
industrial practices adapt to ecological models for us-
ing the land to assure food, fuel, climate management, 
and global health in a world that is 
becoming radically urban and over-
developed.

L IGHTWEIGHT  
INFRASTRUCTURES

Rethinking the Movement of Goods  
& Services

With lower coordination costs and smaller, lighter, 
smarter components, infrastructures will begin to 

lighten up at all levels—from public services 
to institutions and households. Promising 

environmental advantages and accessibility 
to the poorest nations, they will also change 
the value propositions for organizing flows of 

materials and services.

Groups will create new kinds of economic 
value outside traditional organizations. New 
tools will support group discovery, group 
production, group-defined contexts, and low-
cost group coordination. Groups will replace 
the producer/consumer models of today’s 
economy with new models of the economic 
and noneconomic value of groups.

Using technology to extend their 
bodies, their minds, and their social 
reach, people will push the boundar-
ies of what it means to be human. In 
the name of good health, good work 
practices, and religious belief, they 
will take the reins of human evolution, 
creating a period of accelerated dif-
ferentiation if not actual speciation.

Looks like:
Real-time group 

services—and 
marketing

As technology follows a trajectory  
from computing to communicating to 

sensing, sensemaking will become 
the next frontier for both markets 

and tools. Embedded in the physical 
world, sensemaking tools and  

practices will drive a new brand of 
context awareness, and with it, new 

levels of human collective  
intelligence and engagement.

Looks like:
Cheaper and 

faster recovery, 
rebuilding, 

repurposing

Looks like:
New ways of 
seeing, and 

hacking, the 
world

Looks like:
A fledgling  
market for  

sensory  
counseling 

No new  
leaders

human  
speciation

body 
rights

diseases of 
abundance

battle  
for the  

internet

not-so-virtuous 
consumption

dark  
innovation

marketplace 
of contested 

meaning

increased  
energy  

consumption

Cheerleader 
science

read the headlines

The map includes six 

“front page” stories—

the big news for the 

coming decade. These 

are focal points of 

change and consolida-

tion. They will give 

the future its broad 

outlines, set the con-

text for strategy and 

policy, and ultimately 

create the artifacts of 

daily life—imagined 

on the reverse side as 

artifacts of the future.

track the signals

Surrounding each of  
the front-page stories are 
dozens of smaller stories 
that add up to the big 
directional changes. Scan 
these signals to see how 
they drive the big stories 
in six major categories: 
people, places, ecologies, 
markets, practices,  
and tools.

Pencil in a few of your 
own signals, too!

explore dilemmas

The map is 
dotted with  
issues that 

can’t be solved with 
“either/or” thinking but 
require new strategies that 
go beyond simple problem 
solving.

people places ecologies markets practices tools

FOLLOW A PATH

Follow a couple of our “walking tours of the map” to see how 
things connect—or create your own tour. For example, follow the 
dots for each of the following citizens of the the future.

Future Worker joins an older workforce using bold new drugs and tech-
nologies to extend their productive lives while young turks hack their 
bodies in the service of intentional evolution. Plays a role in organiza-
tions that are scrambling to adapt to peer production and radically  
integrated business functions. Daily tools: agent-based models, simula-
tion, visualization, even bio-bricks. Home territory: the social cities of 
the Global South, where technopoles have sprung up everywhere.

Youth belongs to more groups than Mom or Dad ever dreamed of—a 
master of collective activity. Pushes limits of body, brain, the senses, 
mining own data to profile and brand every aspect of this very personal 
life. (Expects every object in the vicinity to help with this, too.) Tries 
out religions and politics the way Dad tried out sports. Neighborhood: 
science center and urban garden on the same block. Health: environ-
mentally compromised from an early age. Favorite food: Biofuel. 

A Scientist dreams of turning this African city into a niche powerhouse 
of science. Embraces and fears the new infrastructure—power, water, 
and information distributed like candy bars. Taps open-source science 
tools, joins the politics of open-source agriculture and bio-remediation; 
competes in open-source innovation contests. Worries: new variant fam-
ine and agro-ecologies of disease. Volunteer activities: urban ag network, 
podcasts for remote ag-extension cafés, blog for visiting scientists.

a spectrum  
of context awareness

Top Down

Formal 
Closed 
Simple

Bottom Up

Informal 
Open 
Complex

dilemmas

H o w  t o  u s e  t H i s  m a p

integrated  
functions
IT, HR, and Ops blend as 
tools become more social and 
functions more automated

sensemaking

sensingcommunicating 

ragged 
infrastructure



 
A group economy threads together past visions of emergence, new kinds of capital, collective action, grassroots 
economics, and smart networks—and undoes our traditional ideas about economies of scale and the role of 
large institutions. 

Meanwhile, lightweight infrastructures spin complex and creative ecologies out of very small world technologies, 
individual agency, and smart networks, building grassroots economics into physical structures that bind us together 
even as we pursue our own ends.

We pursue these ends in unexpected forms of self-expression as cybernomads become x-people who avail  
themselves of a variety of health values, small-world technologies, smart networks, and strong opinions to  
explore the limits of the human species—and perhaps push it in new directions.

Having recognized the importance of focal points and maps in an ever-less-bounded world, we demand a new level 
of sensemaking, embedded not just in the abstract world of cyberspace but in the physical world of places, people.

Here the contrasts of rich and poor, healthy and sick, urban and rural are remixed in a kind of transformational 
geography in which the global south weaves an unforeseen path through the urban wilderness with experiments 
in new social cities that leverage new social capital, shared value, and distributed governance.

The ground for these movements is literally the farming of the planet, as agriculture becomes a focal point for 
all the tough issues, from energy infrastructures to sick herds and urban wildernesses—and once again, collective 
action, grassroots economics, and creative complexity offer the hope of cultivating a more resilient landscape. 

2006–2016 

MAP OF THE DECADE

The future  

is a variation  

on themes  

from the past

2006 
X-PEOPLE 

THE GROUP ECONOMY 
LIGHTWEIGHT INFRASTRUCTURES 

SENSEMAKING 
TRANSFORMATIONAL GEOGRAPHY 

FARMING THE PLANET

MARKETS

Biomarkets get big 
Biology moves to center stage, as  
biotechnology and bio-info products  
begin to reap the rewards of two decades 
of investment. With growing public  
acceptance of pharmaceutical and other 
bio-based solutions to health and lifestyle 
issues, pharmaceutical spending will 
more than double, reaching $414 billion 
in the United States by 2011. Meanwhile 
open-source biology will translate into 
open-source markets for agricultural as 
well as pharmaceutical products.

Infrastructure markets get  
cannibalized
As distributed lightweight infrastructure 
technologies diffuse into global  
marketplaces, existing heavy infrastructure 
players will find their resources eaten up 
by business models that make what was 
previously profitable now virtually free. 
Exploiting peer-to-peer strategies, these 
business models will find new ways 
to create economic value from new, 
noneconomic behaviors—many of them 
involving sociability, self-organization, 
and self-expression.

Carbon markets get energized
With atmospheric toxins and radiation 
on the rise, and with a growing number 
of nations taking Kyoto limits seriously, 
carbon markets will begin to play a 
significant role in the way industry  
organizes its production, the way 
agriculture plants its land (for carbon 
sequestration), and perhaps even the 
way people consume. Carbon balances 
of trade may ultimately become key 
indicators of national health.

Meaning markets get online
As people confront the social and  
economic changes imposed by global-
ization as well as the health and safety 
pressures created by global environmental 
decline, they will engage in active 
strategies for personal reinvention. They 
will often find support in online environ-
ments for everything from personal 
expression to religious initiation. Mean-
while, organizations will increasingly tap 
into our intimate biological structures of 
meaning, using tools that can map our 
neurological responses to very specific 
ideas, concepts, and experiences.

PRACTICES

Groups reorganize daily life
Perhaps one of the most significant 
changes in human social practice over 
the next decade will be the ease with 
which group discovery occurs—and 
the speed and skill with which people 
turn their group identities into political 
and economic clout. Racing corporate 
attempts to identify and codify them, 
self-configuring groups will use new tools 
to forge temporary group identities that 
create local economic opportunity and 
even change the physical environment to 
suit their evanescent needs. 

Openness reorganizes economic 
production
As the advantages of economies of 
scale move from traditional institutions 
to distributed networks, economic 
production will increasingly move to 
open-source models. To compete, some 
of today’s top 2000 organizations will 
experiment internally with open models 
while others will become intentionally 
virtual. For most of these organizations, 
transparency will become as essential as 
confidentiality has been in the past.

Hacking reorganizes innovation
In the world of the Internet, hacking is 
no longer a marginal activity practiced 
by a few malcontents but rather a meme 
for innovation that spawns major economic 
value not only in gray and black markets 
but also in legitimate markets. In an  
attempt to control the disruptions  
of this bottom-up innovation, some  
top-down advocates will seek to restrict 
access and criminalize openness in the 
short term, fueling the growth of “dark 
mobs.” Others will find ways to invite 
hackers into the innovation cycle.

Sensing reorganizes human awareness
Hacking extends to the body, as  
sensors—both on the body and off— 
enhance the capabilities of individuals 
to draw meaning from the world around 
them. In this senory-rich environment, 
the problems of information overload 
shift to sensory overload, and strategies 
for personal sensory management come 
to the fore, ultimately crafting new 
kinds of human awareness.

TOOLS

Biology starts computing
Biological computing uses the primitives 
of genes, proteins, and cells and the 
processing capabilities of supercomputing 
to “compute” new materials. This syn-
thetic biology will lay the groundwork for a 
world that taps into biological intelligence 
at very small scales to build solutions to 
personal, industrial, and environmental 
problems on a grand scale. 

Data starts making sense
Sensemaking becomes the next 
technological wave as computing, 
communicating, and sensing intersect 
with semantic processing—the leading 
edge of which are group-driven informal 
systems such as tags, tag clouds, and 
so-called folksonomies. At the same 
time, massive cheap computing power 
will drive visualization and simulation 
into the mainstream, as tools like agent-
based modeling move to desktops, 
laptops, and webtops.

Video restarts the blogosphere
With Web video tools beginning to  
permeate the blogosphere, and with 
virtually free bandwidth driving new 
mobility devices, the world of blogging 
will take quantum leaps in several 
directions. Not only will more people be 
spending more time creating and con-
suming personal video media, this rich 
and compelling world will follow people 
wherever they go, as geo-RSS and 
geo-blogging link the world of personal 
media to real-world places.

Things (finally) start to get smart
This is the decade in which data,  
sensors, and semantic processing 
get embedded in things, people, and 
places. This world of smart things  
will look less like the Jetson world,  
however, and more like an exquisite 
dance between groups of people and  
the spaces they occupy. Robotics will  
continue to push their way into visible 
applications, possibly more in the  
service of human extensions than in  
the service of household convenience.

PEOPLE

Boomers redefine aging
As the first of the boomers turn 60, 
they join the growing ranks of post-60 
cohorts that include not only their 
parents—who have had a very different 
experience of aging than they will—but 
also the “old old” who are pushing the 
limits of human longevity. Continuing 
their romance with things alternative, 
boomers will redefine everything about 
aging—from work and retirement to 
living arrangements and the body itself. 
And the post-60 cohorts will intersect to 
form a complex ecology, a demographic 
nation unto itself.

The online generation redefines  
collective behavior
The first generation of Internet kids 
enters the workforce in the company 
of new tools, practices, and values 
that all focus on groups and collective 
behavior. From group governance to 
group rewards, these young workers 
will build competency in ad hoc col-
lective processes while also pursuing a 
distinctly branded individualism—often 
pushing their own cognitive sensory and 
technological capabilities to the limit.

Women redefine the economy
Taking on more of the economic burden 
worldwide, women have become majority 
members in a number of key economic 
groups—from farmers to migrant workers 
and immigrant entrepreneurs. They also 
remain the primary caretakers for a global 
population carrying an increasing burden 
of disease. The struggles they face and 
the solutions they find will ultimately 
change the way economic value is created 
in the global economy.

Health challenges redefine the  
human body
With the number of overweight people in 
the world now equal to the number of  
underfed, and with more children growing 
up in the grip of chronic diseases that will 
last a lifetime, noninfectious disease will 
become the leading health threat. And 
with new technologies for repairing and 
extending the human body, health will 
become a domain for exploring the future 
of the human species.   

PLACES

The southern latitudes reshape 
globalization
As new lightweight infrastructures  
extend connectivity into the global 
south, the peoples of these latitudes 
will find themselves newly empowered 
to join the global economic and political 
discourse. Using strategies that range 
from building competencies in elite 
scientific niches to building GDP on 
black-market trade, the global south 
may write a very unexpected scenario of 
21st-century globalization.

Social cities reshape the urban 
landscape
Even as global megacities appear to 
dominate the urban landscape, a less 
obvious crop of so-called social cities is 
positioned to take the lead in a society in 
which sociability becomes a key economic 
advantage. These cities are scattered over 
the globe—though notably missing among 
current global leaders—and they draw 
their advantage from a strong social infra-
structure that includes literacy, physical 
infrastructure, population stability, and 
decentralized governance.

China reshapes the Internet
China’s Internet, with different linguistic, 
visual, cultural, and regulatory practices, 
will continue to grow strongly over the 
next decade, building a user base and 
economic impact that rivals the Internet 
of the West. As companies and individuals 
from both Internet worlds try to build 
bridges between them, Chinese practices 
are just as likely to flow westward as the 
other way around.

Online games reshape physical 
realities
Pervasive gaming, which crosses the 
boundaries between virtual and physical 
worlds, between real and imaginary econo-
mies, and between work and play, will add 
new dimensions to daily life, changing our 
perceptions—and expectations—of every-
thing from workspaces to shopping malls, 
clubs, and convention centers.

ECOLOGIES

Agriculture fuels energy markets
With dwindling fossil fuel supplies, the 
world’s energy consumers are turning 
their attention to agriculture as a source 
of fuel as well as food. Biofuels—biodiesel 
and ethanol—will be harvested from the 
same crops as table foods, including 
soybeans, corn, beets, and sugar. The 
competition for use of these crops, as 
well as concerns about the health and 
environmental consequences of cultivation 
practices, may make agriculture a  
growing source of contention and conflict 
in the coming decade.

New foodscapes fuel health fears
The globalization of the food chain—
and the industrial practices that have 
accompanied it—is resulting in a nutri-
tional transition with important health 
implications, not the least of which is 
the growing burden of obesity, diabetes, 
and heart disease. Changes in diet may 
also prove to have more perverse links 
to infectious disease as agro-ecologists 
uncover links between the cultivation of 
certain crops, such as some strains of 
maize, and diseases like malaria. 

Atmospheric changes fuel global 
politics (and religion)
Concerns about air quality are moving 
from local pollution issues to global 
atmospheric concerns, as new levels of 
atmospheric toxins and radiation are 
linked to declining health in human 
and other species and the catastrophic 
effects of global climate change. Even 
as political debates about the impacts of 
these atmospheric changes continue, new 
configurations of the environmental move-
ment are emerging, with a strong new 
interest on the part of the Christian right.

Disasters fuel innovation
As local and global ecologies begin to 
fail, the increasing frequency of disasters 
will press communities to innovate 
everything from the systems for disaster 
response to local development practices. 
More cities will reveal themselves as 
environmentally, economically, and 
socially vulnerable in the way that New 
Orleans was, spurring new dialog about 
community and technology.

2003 
EMERGENCE 

NEW AGENCY 
SHARED VALUE 

FOCUS & FUSION 
SMART PRESENCE 

HEALTH VALUES

2004 
CYBERNOMADS 

COLLECTIVE ACTION 
NEW CAPITAL 

CREATIVE COMPLEXITY 
MAPPING 

VERY SMALL WORLD

2005 
GRASSROOTS ECONOMICS 

SMART NETWORKING 
STRONG OPINIONS 

URBAN WILDERNESS 
SICK HERD 

END OF CYBERSPACE
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F R U T I C E U T I C A L S

An Apple a Day
makes everyone much 

more productive

Pharmaceuticals escape 
the pharmacy and find 

their way into fruitbaskets 
and veggie bins—all part 

of a long-term “normal-
ization” of drugs. Labels 

market to target needs and 
desires. Peer pressure? 

Have a ciga—uh—apple.

key signal intersections:  
bio-bricks,  

off-label lifestyle,  
synthetic biology 

Group Think
promises more surprises 

at the movies

Individuals share their 
profiles to create unique 
group experiences. Fel-

low movie goers become 
familiar strangers as 

the theater taps their 
interest profiles to find 

the perfect movie for 
the crowd—and perhaps 

the perfect advertising 
as well. 

key signal intersections: 
the mine of me, new 

assets, collective AND 
individual

W E - F I L M S

The Ultimate 
Disaster Kit 

builds the distributed  
life-support grid

Grassroots philanthropy 
meets smart networked 
technologies to respond 

to natural disasters—and 
changes physical and 

social infrastructures in 
the process. Technology 

helps those who help 
themselves...?

key signal intersections:  
open scale,  

branded disaster relief, 
vulnerable cities

R E C O V E R Y  L I T E

O P E N - S O U R C E  S O U T H

Southern Sociability
creates new vistas south  

of the equator

Postcards from the 
Global South highlight 

the new image—and 
reality—of life in a highly 
distributed, highly global 

economy. New heroes, 
too, like the Women’s 

Hacker Collective of  
Brazil with their open-

source message.

key signal intersections:  
open development,  

feminization of economy, 
southern technopoles, 

social cities

High-Performance 
Sensing

gives tech-savvy  
freelancers a new outlet

In the 1980s, it was 
desktop publishing. In 

the 1990s, web design. 
In 2016? Personal sen-
sory management helps 
over-stimulated workers 
set up filters and govern 

flows of audio, video, 
even tactile experi-

ence—and requires new 
consultants, of course. 

key signal intersections:  
personal sensory man-

agement, body hacking, 
semantic processing

Fast Cash for 
Food

builds resilient economic 
networks

Real-time matching of 
individual consumers and 

producers gives people the 
food they want from trusted 

trading partners—and 
short-circuits the high-

value organic and certified 
food systems in urban 

centers. 

key signal intersections:  
urban agriculture,  

global web AI logistics,  
scary food, open scale
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